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A circle of 45mm diameter rolls along a straight line without slipping. Draw a curve

traced out by a point P on the circumference for one complete revolution of the

circle. Name the curve and draw a tangent to the curve at a distance of 35 mm from

the straight line.
Construct a plain scale to show metres and decimeters, when 3 centimeters are equal

to 2 metres and long enough to measure up to 5 metres. [8+7]

2.

3.

Two pillars A and B 8m and 6m high are separated by a distance of 80m as seen in

the view from the front as measured parallel to XY. In the view from the left they

appear to be separated by a distance of 5m as measured perpendicular to XY. A wire

is tightly tied to the top ends of the poles A and B. Find the true length of the wire.
ll5l

A regular hexagonal lamina of sides 40 mm is standing on a corner on the ground

with the diagonal connecting this comer to the opposite corner being perpendicular to

the ground. A centrally punched rectangular hole 20 mm x 40 mm 'vith the shorter

srde parailel to the riiagonal perpendicular to the ground appears to be a square in the

view from the front. Draw the projections ofthe lamina. tt 5l

4. A hexagcnal prisn cf 25 r,'rm basc edgc and heighi 6C min is sianding ori iis i..r;sc oii

the ground and two adjacent edgcs of the base make equal inclinations to the VP. A
hole in the object appears to be an ellipse in the view from the front with the major

axis situated along the view of the axis fiom the front. The mid point of the axis as

appears in the view from the front coincides with the mid point of the major axis.

The major axis is 50 mm and the minor axis 30 mm. Draw the development of the

surface ofthe object. ll sl

5. A right circular cylinder of base diameter 60 mm and 80 mm high is resting on its
base on the ground. A horizontal cylinder of base diameter 40 mm penetrates the

first cylinder. The axes of the objects are l0 mm from each oth€r. Draw the

curves of intersection. tl sl

6. A hexagonal prism of base edge 30 mm and height 70mm long is resting on its
rectangular face on the ground with its a-xis parallel to the VP A square prism of20
mm base edge and height 40 mm rests on its base on the top rectangular face of the

hexagonal prism. The axis ofthe square prism intersects and bisects the a-xis of
the hexagonal prism when produced. One of the base edges of the square prism is

parallel to the VP. Draw an isometric projection ofthe set up. tl5l



' 7. Draw the front, top and both side views ofthe isometric projection given in figure.
All dimensions are in mm- t15l

8. ABCD is one of the rectangular faces of a hexagonal prism. One of the base edges
AB is 30 mm long and the height of the prism is 70mm. The prism is resting on its
base on the ground with the face ABCD being perpendicular to the PP and the
longer edge (BC) touching the PP. The sation point is 50mm to the right of the
axis ofthe prism. The station point is 70mm away from the PP and 80mm above the
ground. Draw the perspective view ofthe object. I15l
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A circle ol5Omm diameter, rolls along a straight line \ /ithout slipping. Draw a curve
traced out by a point on the circumference for I % revolutions of the circle. Name
the curve.
Construct a plain scale to show kilometers and hectometers when 25 centimetres are
equal to 1 kilomehe and long enough to measure up to 6 kilometres. Find R.F. and
indicate, a distance of5 kilometres and 6 hectometre ofthe scale. [8+7]

Two pillars P and Q 10 m and 5 m high are separated by a distance of 80 m as seen in
the view from the front as measured parallel to Xy. In the view from the left they
appear to be separated by a distance of 5 m as measured perpendicular to Xy. A wire
is tightly tied to the top ends ofthe poles P and Q. Find the TL ofthe wire. [15]

A regular hexagonal lamina of 30 mm sides is standing on a corner on the ground.
The diagonal connecting this corner to tire opposite corner is parallel to the Vp, 50
mm fiom it and 30" to the ground. The plane of lamina makes 30" to the Vp.

4. A rectangular prism 30 mm x 60 mm and height 100 mm is standing on the base on
the ground with the longer edges ofthe base parallel to the \{p. It is cut by an AIp
plane to give the view from above of thr section as a square of 30 rnm sides. Draw
an aux. View with the hue shape of tlte section and find the inclination of the

Draw the projections on the three principal planes.

auxiliary inclined plane with the ground.

tl5l

tl sl

5" A vertical cylinder of 60 mm diameter of the base is penetrated by an object whose
true section is an ellipse of major axis 60 mm and minor axis 40 mm. The axis of this
object is parallel to both the HP and the VP and intersects the axis of the vertical
cylinder at right angles. The major axis is parallel to the Vp and the minor axis is
parallel to the IIP. Draw the curves of intersection. [15]

6. A triangular prism of50mm base edge and height 80mm is resting on its base on the
ground with one of its rectangular facer; parallel and nearer to the \rp. A square
prism of base edge 25mm and 80mm long interpenetrates the triangular prism.
The axes ofthe two objects intersect at right angles to each other- Both ihe u*L. u."
parallel to the \?. Two adjacent longer faces ofthe square prism are equally inclined

tt 5lto the V.P. Draw the isometric view of the objects.

\^l\^i\N \\K rqrrr.j2K\2 . e^f<cb\ Co,rO



7. Draw the fiont, top and both side views of the isometric projection given in figure.
All dimensions are in mm. I15l

8. A pentagonal prism of base edge 30mm and height 60mm is resting on one of its
rectangular faces on the ground. The base edges on the ground perpendicular to the

PP. One of the longer edges of the prism is touching the PP. The station point is

30mm to the right ofthe top face ofthe prism. The station point is 70mm from the PP

irnd-60-mm abbve1h-e g-roun<l-. Draw the l.srspective projection of the object. [i5]
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Construct a hypocycloid when the diameters of the rolling circle and directing circle
are 50 mm and 200 mm respectively. Draw also a normal and tangent at a point 120
mm from the centre ofthe directing circlr:.
Construct a plain scale to compute time in minutes and distance covered by a train in
km., when the train passes between two stations 240 km apart in four hours. The
scale should have R.F. l/400000. Show the distance covered in 45 minutes on the
scale. [8+7]

2. Three pegs are arranged on a flat ground on the circumference of a circle of diameter
3000 mm. The pegs when joined by straight lines form an equilateral triangle. A
post 6000 mm high is fixed vertically on the ground at the centre of ttie circle. The
pegs are connected to the top ofthe post by tight ropes. Find the TL and inciination
of all the ropes with the ground.

| .a)

b)

3.

tl sl

The true shape of the section of a cylinder restins on the rim on the lyound, the axis
inclil;C to Lls qrru"r! and larallel to ti,.,,','F is a iectansle 15 mm t,y 60 m'rr. The
lonl er edg,"' is rnclined at 30o to the groun,i iinc. The lowest comer ofthis rectangle
is lLl mrn above the ground" Draw the sectional view from the front and find the
inclinations ofthe section plane ivith respect to the reference planes. tl5]

A cylinder ofbase 40 mm diameter and height 60 mm is standing on one ofthe points
on the base circle and the base makes 300 to the ground and the axis is parallel lo the
V.P. The axis leans towards the right. The object is cut by a section plane such that
the view from the right shows the true shape of the secti.'rr-The top most portion of
the section is 50 mm above the ground. D:t'".,, the true shape of the section and also
find the inclination of the section plane with the V.P and H.P. t l5l

A hcxagonal prism of base edge 25 mm is inclined at 60" to the ground. Two
adjacent base edges are equally inclined to the ground. This prism penetrates
vertical cylinder of 80 mm base diameter. The axes of the objec6 

-'ifreisecl 
eaih

other and both are parallel to the VP. Drarv the curves of intersection tl5l

A hollow square prism of 70 mm height is resting on its base on the ground with one
of the base edges parallel to the \? Outside dimensions of the base are
50mmx30mm. It is cut by a section plane inclined at 30" to the VP and 60'to the
ground. The section plane is perpendicular to the profile plane. The lowest portion on
the prism which the section plane passes thlough is 20mm above the base. Draw an
isometric view ofthe larger piece of the prism remaining over after it is being cut.

tlsl

4.

6.

5.
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7. Draw the front, top and both side views of the isometric projection given in figure.
All dimen3ions are in mm. t15l

8. A triangular pyramid of base edges 40mm long and axis 70mm is resting on one of
----ii,; bas*cCges eh-thr g+cun,1 rriith l!:e-l+:e beill; pa:alleltc -1h+PP. Tlr apex-is ueere. --

to the PP and 20mm behind it. The station point is 50mm to the right ofthe axis and
60mm fiom the PP. The horizon is 70mm from the ground. Draw the perspective view
ofthe object. [8+7]
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Draw an involute ofa circle of35 mm diameter" Draw also a normal and tangent to it
at a point 75 rnm away from the centre ofthe circle.
Construct a diagonal scale to read meters, decimeters and centimeter and long enough
to measure upto 5 metres when one metre is represented by 3 centimeter. Find R.F.
and indicate on the scale, a distance of 4 metres, 7 decimeters and 6 centimeters.

[8+7]

Four pegs are fixed one at each comer ofa regular pentagon of 1500 mm side drawn
on a flat ground. A post 5000 mm high is fixed erect on the blank comer of the
pentagon. The tip of the post is connected to each peg by a tight rope. Find the TL
and inclinations ofeach rope. t15l

AB and CD are the two mutually perpendicular diameters of a circular lamina of
diameter 50 mm. The lamina is standing on the point B on the ground with the
surface making 30" to the ground. The diameter CD makes 60o to the VP. Draw the
projections of the lamina. tl5l

A cone ofbase 40 mm diameter and height 60 mm is standing on one of the points on
the base circle and the base makes 30o to the ground and the axis is parallel to the VP.
The axis leans towards the left. The obiect is cut by a section plane such that the view
from the left shows the true shape of the section. The topmost portion of the section
is 40 mm above the ground. Draw the true shape of the section and also find the
inclination ofthe section plane with the VP and the HP. llsl

5. A pentagonal prism ofedges ofbase 20 mm has one of its longer edges is on HP and
face opposite to this edge is parallel to the liP. This penetrates a vertical cylinder of
base diameter 60 mm such that the axes of both the objects intersect each olher and
parallel to the VP. Draw the curves of intersection. ll5l

Draw the isometric projections ofa frustum ofa pentagonal pyramid which is resting
on one of its base comers on the ground with the axis inclined at 45o to the ground
and parallel to the VP" The two adjacent base edges connected with the comer on the
ground make equal inclinations with the ground. The base edge measures 30mm, the
top edge measures 20mm. The height of the frustum of the pyramid is 40mm.

l15l
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7. Draw the front, top and botlt side views of the isometric projection given in figure.
All dimensions are in mm. tl5]

A cylinder of base diameter 50mm and height 80mm is resting on the ground on its
base..The object is placed in fronJ ofthe PP with one of its generators touching the pp.
Wheii the base is eniffilin a sqri-are,,f1re of the edges of this square mak"" 40" witl,
the PP. The station point is directly in ftont of the generator which is touching tho pp
and 70nim in front ofit. The horizon plane is 40mm above the ground. Draw the
perspective projection ofthe object. t15l


